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Cialis
Cialis is a drug for the treatment of disorders of l erection. One speaks of l erection disorders when the penis n
comes not in erection or the not suﬃciently long rest in erection for satisfactory sexual intercourse.
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Description
Information about the Quest product - what Cialis? Action of Cialis how to use Cialis beneﬁts of Cialis what
is the cause of the disorders of selection? Quest - what Cialis?
Cialis is a micament for the treatment of disorders of selection. We talk about election unrest when pis
nentre not by section or the rest not long enough in ection for satisfactory sexual intercourse. A Cialis
comprimde is 30 minutes after its ingestion and works for 36 hours.

Cialis action
The active ingredient of Cialis is Tadalaﬁl. It is an inhibitor of the phosphodiestase of type 5 (PDE5). It
inhibits the crtion of lenzyme phosphodiestase in the udder. This enzyme dintre substances that give rise
to a section. Cialis inhibits the functioning of this enzyme, the ectiles substances, therefore, remain active.
It is then easier to get a section and keep it. Other hand, Cialis dilates some blood vessels, thus facilitating
laﬄux of blood to the pis. This micament works quen case of sexual stimulation. Without stimuli, ectiles
substances are not gs. Here you ﬁnd explanations concerning the micamenteux of selection disorders
treatments.

How to use Cialis
Cialis is make dosing of 10 mg or 20 mg. 2.5 mg and 5 mg tabs bear the name of Cialis Once a Day.
Strictly follow the requirements of the process when use of this micament. Take Cialis 10 mg and 20 mg at
least 30 minutes before sexual intercourse. The micament is jusqu36 hours after ingesting. These 36 hours
you can have intercourse without probles. Alternative Cialis Once a Day should re taken ﬁxed hourly daily
and its eﬀect is continuous. It is not conseillde take Cialis in combination with of alcohol. Alcohol can
indeed have an inﬂuence on the functioning of this micament. Do Cialis 10 mg, 20 mg, 5 mg and 2.5 mg
than a times per day maximum. Attention: Cialis unsuitable for men under 18 or to women. If you take
other micaments, report your process. Other micaments are likely to dinteragir with Cialis.
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Beneﬁts of Cialis
The main advantage of Cialis in comparison other micaments disorders ectiles (Viagra, Levitra) is long
hard. It ite to a comprimjuste before sexual intercourse. This Conference a more natural nature your sex
life. The advantages:
A normal sexual life. Unlike the other tabs for disorders of selection, the eﬀect of Cialis lasts 17 36 hours.
CEST why it lappelle the weekend pill. With Cialis, you schedule more your sexual activity and your sex life
is more spontan. This gives you the sensation of having a natural ection. In fact, Cialis works only if you
are sexually available in various dosages stimul. Cialis is available at Dokter in 2.5 and 5 mg (variants in
Once a day), 10 mg and 20 mg. Try the various assays (in commennt by lowest) can edit side eﬀects like
headaches from you or back; Long eﬀect hard and fast. Eﬀect of Cialis feels apr 15 minutes, and acts on
the hard. This eﬀect is more rapid than that of its competitor Viagra.

What is the cause of the disorders of selection?
Various causes peuvent re selection disorders source:
Age: Ectile diminishes gradually with; Causes of physical origin such as diabetes, hormonal diseases,
cardiovascular diseases and prostate disorders; Psychological causes such as langoisse, stress or the
dression; Use of some micaments or consumption important alcohol or drugs; Cialis gives rultat
escomptpour most of the causes further above. This said, Cialis is not re taken for example in the case of
serious cardiovascular disease or after a heart attack annuity. CEST why Cialis is available on order.
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